Abstract: As a popular controller used in the industrial servo drives, the pseudo derivative feedback with feedforward (PDFF) scheme has 3 parameters for tuning to achieve a good trade-off design between tracking and dynamic stiffness. However, the two parameters in the feedback path of the PDFF controller are restricted to constant for design simplicity that limits its dynamic stiffness. This paper presents a control design, namely "advanced PDFF controller," in that the PDFF scheme is kept, but two feedback constant gains are extended to be dynamic. An H ∞ mixed sensitivity design is presented to systemically obtain a robust controller for dynamic stiffness design in a linear servo system. Simulation and experimental results are given to show the effectiveness of the proposed design method.
INTRODUTION
In many feed drive control applications, linear motor possesses several features such as direct drive, high bandwidth, and high acceleration, which are very beneficial to the design of a machine tool control system. Good disturbance rejection is required as well to make a speedy restoration after load disturbance changes in linear servo systems. The property of dynamic disturbances rejection is called "dynamic stiffness". Its physical meaning is a measure of how much input force is required to cause a unit position (or velocity) deviation. Hence, a mathematical description of dynamic stiffness, k can be given by (or ) 
where x and v are the position and velocity of a controlled axis and F d is the disturbance force imposed on the axis.
Many approaches to improve the dynamic stiffness have been proposed, e.g., the state variable design methodology (Younkin and Lorenz, 1991) , the inertia estimation technique (Schierling, 1988) , the adaptive control (Kim and Kim, 1996) , the H ∞ control techniques (Alter and Tsao, 1996) . These design methodology have their limitations when the saturation effect is considered as a tradeoff objective. A very popular scheme used in industrial servo systems is the so called pseudo derivative feedback with feedforward (PDFF) scheme (Ellis and Lorenz, 1999) , as depicted in Fig.1 for the velocity loop, where all of 3 gains k f , k 1 and k 2 are constant. The simplicity of the scheme in tuning parameters makes the PDFF scheme very popular. However, the conventional PDFF scheme may not yield satisfactory stability and performance when the system is subject to high order dynamic perturbations and disturbances. To result in higher dynamic stiffness and better stability robustness, the PDFF controller should be extended with dynamics. In those circumstances, an "advanced PDFF" scheme may be considered instead where k 1 and k 2 can be generalized to possibly be dynamic controllers [K 1 (s),
Let T(s) = x/F d denote the transfer function from the input disturbance force to the position output. Then the minimal stiffness in frequency response function, denoted k s , is given by
Obviously, maximizing dynamic stiffness implies to minimize the H ∞ -norm of T(s). Therefore the maximum dynamic stiffness design problem is equivalent to a minimal H ∞ -norm design problem. In this paper, the advanced PDFF control scheme is recast as a particular two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) configuration where a weighted H ∞ mixed sensitivity design is proposed to achieve higher dynamic stiffness and to maintain robust stability. Moreover, by utilizing the proposed H ∞ mixed sensitivity design, there is a design freedom to maximize the dynamic stiffness via partial pole-placement, which does not increase the controller order (Tsai, et al., 1992) . In practice, high dynamic stiffness often results in large control effort, hence a tradeoff must be considered in the mixed sensitivity design. In addition, this paper will show the pole-placement property of the proposed weighted H ∞ mixed sensitivity design by using a coprime factorization approach based on chain scattering descriptions (CSDs) and show how the advanced PDFF design is formulated into the proposed H ∞ mixed sensitivity design problem.
Finally, brief design results are given to illustrate some useful properties for improving dynamic stiffness.
H ∞ MIXED SENSITIVITY DESIGN WITH PARTIAL POLE-PLACMENT
A coprime factorization approach based on CSDs is employed to solve the solution of the H ∞ mixed sensitivity problem in this paper for its simplicity and straight-forward property (Tsai, and Tsai, 1993) . Using this approach, the general H ∞ suboptimal control problem can be formulated into two associated coupling chain scattering matrices, and the solutions can be found by solving two pairs of Jlossless coprime factorizations. The following lemma (Tsai, and Tsai, 1993 ) is very useful when using CSDs in H ∞ suboptimal control problem.
Lemma: Let a right CSD system G be J-lossless, then 1 ( , )
Dually, let a left CSD system G % be dual J-lossless, 
Pole Placement Property of the Mixed Sensitivity Design
Consider the problem of finding a K such that 
where H is any gain matrix such that A+HC is stable, and W % is a nonsingular constant matrix. Furthermore, the input weight W d is selected as
So that the poles of W d are the same as the poles of the controlled plant G a , and the zeros of W d would be the eigenvalues of A+HC. Then the state-space realization of the Standard Control Configuration (SCC) plant P as shown in Fig. 3 can be found as
Note that
is square and its inverse is stable. The following theorem (Tsai, et al., 1992) shows the pole assignment properties of this specific H ∞ mixed-sensitivity design problem, and the proof of the theorem is outlined in the following section. (5). Then, the eigenvalues of A+HC are included in the closedloop poles.
CSD Solutions
Following the coprime factorization approach proposed by Tsai, et al (1993) , the LFT framework as shown in Fig. 3 can be transformed to a CSD framework in terms of two coupled CSDs as shown in Fig. 4 . Hence, the closed-loop system from w to z is given by
denotes the real rational subspace of H ∞ ). By appropriately choosing several constant matrices, via solving algebraic Riccati equations, G 1 and Θ % can be made J-lossless and dual J-lossless respectively. Applying the above lemma it yields that
Then the suboptimal solutions is given by
In the proposed design problem, for given H and W % , the suboptimal solution is to choose F x1 , F x2 , W x1 and W x2 such that G 1 is J-lossless. Note that the obtained Θ % in this problem is an identity matrix which is dual J-lossless naturally. If Φ =0, the central controller 0 K can be obtained as
Then, it can be worked out that ( )
. (14) This shows that the eigenvalues of A+HC and A+BF x2 are the closed-loop poles resulting from the central solution.
As mentioned earlier, the suggested input weight W d can provide an alternative for partial pole placement. Furthermore, such a selection of input weight W d does not increase the dimension of the design problem. Although the pole placement is not a primary objective in the mixed sensitivity design, such choice of weights to achieve dynamic stiffness is very attempting.
H ∞ Mixed Sensitivity Design in Advanced PDFF

Control for a Linear Servo System
This section shows how the advanced PDFF design is formulated into the proposed H ∞ mixed sensitivity design problem. Assume that the model of currentloop servo drive and the linear motor for speed loop controller design is represented as
. (15) where K t is the force constant, m the mass and c the viscous damping coefficient of the motor. Fig. 5 shows the overall servo system where the advanced PDFF controller is implemented in the speed loop. To retain the PDFF structure, consider a pseudo single-input-two-output plant (i.e., one force input and two outputs, position and speed) given by Fig. 5 . The advanced PDFF scheme in cascaded-loop structure.
In the H ∞ mixed sensitivity design of speed control loop, two weighting matrices are used on the output of G a and on the control signal, i.e. T and S=(I -G a K)
The lcf of G a can be obtained from (6) 
DESIGN EXAMPLE
A linear servomotor as shown in Fig.8 is utilized as a controlled plant in the design. The transfer function of the linear servomotor from force input to velocity output is obtained by dynamic signal analyzer (DSA) and specifications are given in Table 1 . The desired position bandwidth is 25 Hz and the velocity bandwidth 100 Hz. 
is chosen as 40). (iv)
. Shift α to a higher frequency to get a higher dynamic stiffness but not yet to cause an insufficient velocity bandwidth. Table 2 and Fig. 9 show the design results for the varying α (from 30 to 180 Hz). Note that as expected by above-mentioned theorem, all the eigenvalues of A+HC (α and k f -1 ) are the closed-loop poles but have no effects on v /v* due to the pole-zero cancellations, however, α will influence the transfer function, x/F d . It indicates a very important and useful property in the proposed dynamic stiffness design method: the bandwidth and the dynamic stiffness can be designed respectively by varying the weighting gains and α. The extremely high frequency mode of controller has been removed by model reduction in Table 2 . It can be observed that when α is getting bigger in magnitude, the DC gain of the controller and stiffness increases, but the velocity bandwidth decreases slightly. This phenomenon can be explained by Fig.10. Fig. 10 shows the effect of shifting α more right of the dynamic stiffness plot by using the asymptotic curve. Because the dynamic stiffness is the inverse of x/F d , it has one pole (at origin) and three zeros (containing α). In Fig. 10 , the line of slope 2 is the effect of passive inertia term, the line of slope 1 is the effect of active damping, the horizontal line means static stiffness, and the line of slope -1 is the integral stiffness caused by the inherent zero at origin (Younkin and Lorenz, 1991) . It can be found that α is the intersection frequency between the active damping and inertia line, hence, when α is shifted to a higher frequency, the damping line will be vertically pulled up to a higher level, and the low frequency stiffness will also be pulled up a little consequently. This implies the total dynamic stiffness come to a higher scope. Certainly, there is a limitation on increasing the α value since the velocity bandwidth should not be descended to an undesired range. Through the design procedure, a satisfactory results is obtained when choosing 1130.97 
Comparison with Conventional PDFF
Comparisons between conventional PDFF control and advanced PDFF control are given in Fig.11 ~ 14 . Figure 11 shows the simulated dynamic stiffness plot of the proposed advanced PDFF controller and the conventional PDFF method, it can be found that the dynamic stiffness of proposed design is higher than the conventional one. And the robustness of proposed design can be observed from the simulated and experimental step response as shown in Fig. 12 and 13. As shown in these figures, it can be seen that the proposed design provides good response under the inertial load variation, and the conventional PDFF design is sensitive to the inertial due to insufficient of dynamic stiffness on the other hand. Finally, Fig. 14 shows the ability of disturbance rejection of two controllers. The maximal value of the disturbance step response is about 0.26 mm and 0.2 mm respectively, it shows that the proposed design makes a faster restoration and a smaller position deviation after load disturbance change.
CONCLUSION
This paper has extended the PDFF control scheme to include dynamic controllers for achieving high dynamic stiffness designs. A systematic method is proposed using H ∞ mixed sensitivity approach on an augmented pseudo plant. A partial pole-placement technique is employed in the advanced PDFF control design to improve both dynamic stiffness and robust stability. The proposed method has been successfully applied to a linear motor system where the desired stiffness and performance are achieved by tuning the weighting gains. Design results showed that the proposed method has a special property to improve dynamic stiffness by assigning the eigenvalue of A+HC such that the bandwidth and dynamic stiffness can be designed sequentially under the limitation of finite control effort. Experiment and simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed control scheme.
